E-Postverkehr mit arXiv seit Sept. 2012
Die neueste „Antwort“ vom 06.02.2014 22:01 ist keine, mindestens keine auf die von mir gestellte
Frage. Wer sinngemäss lesen kann, weiss nun über arXiv definitiv Bescheid!
Dear Peter Wolff,
Endorsement is required for all users who are not submitting from within an academic institution.
For more information see:
http://arxiv.org/help/endorsement
-arXiv admin
On Thu Feb 06 15:40:41 2014, wolff@wolff.ch wrote:
Dear arXiv-moderation,
Nothing of what you wrote, was new for me with the exception, that
endorsing is necessary also for testing purposes, but now I know, that
this explanation about endorsing is wrong:
Meanwhile I asked three possible endorsers. Two of them wrote, that they
are not allowed/able to endorse; one wrote explicitely that this can
only do the Cornell University and that he does not know their rules for
endorsing. Only the first one wrote, that he could not be endorser for
my article, because he could not agree with the details of my work,
without giving any reason or example; but I'm very sure, that he does
not know the details of my work. I'm very convinced, that he only
translated the decision of Cornell University into Spanish.
Kind regards
Peter Wolff
Am 03.12.2012 15:08, schrieb Don Beyer [www-admin]:
Dear Peter Wolff,
You will need to seek endorsement before our system will allow you to
upload your source files to test. Please seek endorsement first and
then you can test your source package.
Searching for an endorser on arXiv may benefit you by allowing you to
increase your social network within your field of interest. To find
an endorser, click on a recent submission in your field, and at the
bottom of the abstract page, there is a link which states: "Which
authors of this paper are endorsers?" Click this link, and you will
be given a list of which authors are possible endorsers of your work.
You can find the email addresses of the authors on the abstract page
at the top of the submission history section. It is often a good idea
to send potential endorsers a copy of your proposed submission along
with the endorsement request. Please note, however, that it is
inappropriate to email large numbers of potential endorsers at once,

or to repeatedly email the same endorser with a request for endorsement.
-arXiv admin
On 12/02/2012 04:11 PM, Peter Wolff wrote:
Dear arXiv admin,
How is it possible to test the submission process without
endorsement and of course without really submitting the article?
The reason for my request: A prominent physicist (who is not
registered as endorser) promised me to submit an article for me
to arXiv, but only after I would have tested the full submission
process and checked (and corrected in the case of errors)
carefully both the title/abstract (metadata) and the processed
files.
Kind regards
Peter Wolff
Am 04.09.2012 15:29, schrieb Jake Weiskoff [www-admin]:
Dear Peter Wolff,
There seemed to have been a minor issue with your
account since 2004, which I've corrected. You'll
need to seek endorsement before you'll be
permitted to submit. Please see:
http://arxiv.org/help/endorsement
and view the on-screen help if you run into trouble.
-arXiv admin
On 09/04/2012 07:54 AM, Peter Wolff wrote:
Keyword: "Dear arxiv,"
Dear arxiv,
On my user page (account: wolff#1)
there is no field "start new submission".
What is the reason? What I have to do
to be able to submit an article?
Kind regards
Peter Wolff

